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Lecture 1 
Family Systems Approach: 

A Common Sense Perspective 
 

Introduction:  
Common Sense—What is revealed by social science or “common grace”  
 
Two dangers in Common Sense If  Informed by Post-Enlightenment Assumptions 

a. Naturalism—as applied to parenting will show itself in a mechanistic 
understanding of behavior… a kind of determinism that begins with changing the 
environment… 
i.e. reduce behavior to merely a conditions response to enviornment without taking 
seriously the work of God’s spirit and/or the reality of human will which can 
transcend environment…   
Therefore, a technique centered approach—(albeit Christianized) 

 “We live in a technique oriented society—how to books abound on every topic under 
the sun—from planting flowers to cooking succulent meals and of course to raising the 
“perfect child.”   
We have in fact developed a “cult” mentality of relying upon “expert advise” on how 
to raise children—ranging from the celebrities on the Phil Donohue show, Dear Abby 
or James Dobson’s “Focus on the Family” or Esso”s “Growing Kids God’s Way…”  
1. But of course, children and parenting are far more complex such that any 
“dogmatism” will tend toward creating problems when combined with the complex 
lifes of children living any unique set  of complex dynamics of a given family system…  

 
I.e more and more are beginning to see what the Bible has understood all along with 
respect to the inadequacies of “cause-effect” mechanistic models of social behavior. 

 
b. Humanism—as applies to parenting will show itself in a low view of authority 
and especially a naïve view regarding the tension within our children from original 
sin.   
Illustration: Penelope Leach  Children First 

p.118 -- "negative discipline is built on the assumption that babies are born fulol of 
original sin and that virture—however a family, school, community or culture defines 
it—must therefore be forced upon them.  The contrary assumptoion underlying positive 
discipline is that human beings are born morally neutral but inherently social animals 
who gradually learn the values and associated behaviors of their parents or parent 
figures, just as they learn everything else.  … whether their cultural roots are in the Bible 
and its hellfire or in behavioralism and Pavlov’s dogs, most people believe that 
punishment is so basic to discipline that there can be no discipline without it…   " 

Her assumption:  Bias against original sin 
An approach of only positive discipline and not "negative discipline"  
Therefore against time out, spanking, etc.  
(Christian: both!  now/not yet both need to be addressed in child raising) 

 
Biblical Correctives— 
1. Against Naturalism—we assert that our children are living souls 
i.e. Resist Naturalistic determinism in our approach—i.e. what we do as parents is very 
important—but it only part of the system—the other parts include hour childs own 
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internal aspects that are brought to the system and then of course God’s spirit working 
upon your child both inwardly and outwards through providence.  

Our children are living souls:    
Soul is that which is known by  and capable of knowing  God in a personal, covenantal 
and submissive way into all eternity.   

We are-- all at once, never to be seperated-- a moral, rational, affectual, volitional and 
physical being, all of which together is derived from the image of our creator to be in 
relation to our creator.  Our corresponding purpose in life is to exist in a personal 
relation to God for his glory.   
 
Shepherding a Child’s Heart 

 
2. Against Humanism—we assert that our children are living within the tension of 
being at once “the imago dei” and “fallen in original sin”  

We (as parents) and Our children are contaminated by original sin:   
We are not merely clean slates waiting for  impressions, but have inherited from 
our first representative a bias against God in rebellion against his righteous 
standards.   

God's provision for salvation from sin is revealed by  The Cross of Christ--  
God's only provision for the forgiveness and restoration from sin through 
Jesus Christ.  Our corresponding response is repentance from sin and faith in 
Christ.  Therefore, the focus of children discipleship is the truth and grace 
found in Christ.  All standards are revealed in Christ and have been kept for 
us by Christ for our salvation.    The end of all Christian discipleship of 
children ought not to be mere moralism (doing good so as to get closer to 
God) but a deeper dependance upon Christ as we trust in him alone for our 
salvation from both the penalty of sin and sins themselves.   

 
In summary:  

The nature or our relationships with our children is therefore not fully seen by merely 
regarding the infant as a beautiful animal, organized, in miniature, after the kind of the 
parents.  It is the mysterious propagation of a rational soul that fills the reflecting mind 
with awe.  When the parent looks upon the infantile smile; he should see beneath that 
smile an immortal spark which has been kindled, but can never be quenched, and ought to 
be nutured for blessing rather than for curse.     
 
(Compare to hollow philosophy: Says that we are "nothing but" a magnificent  
animal at best, or a cosmic cog in a cosmic machine consisting of electronic 
stimuli and responses at worst.)  

J. C. Ryle:  
Train with this thought continually before your eyes-- that the soul of your child is the first 
thing to be considered 
No part of them should be so dear to you as that part which will never die.  The world, with all its 
glory, shall pass away; the hills shall melt; the heavens shall be wrapped up together like a scroll; the 
sun shall cease to shine. But the spirit which dwells in those little creatures, whom your love so well, 
shall outlive them all, whether in happiness or misery (humanly speaking) will depend on you.  

-In every thing you do and say to them, you should think, "how will this affect their souls. 
-To pet and pamper and indulge your child, as if this world was all he had to look to, and this life 
the only season for happiness-- to do this is not true love, but cruelty.  It is treating him like some 
beast of the earth, which has but one world to look to , and nothing after death.  
-A true Christian must be no slave to fashion, if he would train his child for heaven.   
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-Not content to follow merely custom in world 
-He that has trained his children for heaven, rather than for earth,-- for God, rather than for man,-
- he is the parent that will be called wise at last.  

 
Having then made these two very important “qualifications”—we still must concede 
the point that our children are at least one part  a product of their environment—
which immediately raises the issue concerning that environment most significant in 
shaping our children—the family itself! 
 
Therefore, What can we learn from clinical and social-science findings about healthy 
families albeit with biblical parameters?    
I.e.  what kind of environment is most condusive to producing healthy and families and 
children who grow up to be productive and health mature adults… ? 
 
I. The need for a “family systems” approach:  
Two basic and Biblically affirmed ideas 

1. Understand that people are social by nature and function within a social 
context.—A family system-- (Figure 3) 
In contrast to individualism—we understand that people are by nature social and that we 
are in large measure shaped by our social environment (the family being the first and most 
important of social environment)   
We are what we are as within a social system!  

A give and take between the parts that make up the whole—views family life not merely 
as the sume total of the action sof allt he individual members, but rather as the 
interactions of all family members operating as a unit of interrelatede parts.  
I.e. a process model of social behavior vs. a mechanistic 
“Family Systems prospective is a holistic approach to looking at things—which 
understands each part of family life in terms of the family as a whole.   
 
A “systems perspective”—considers family issues as composed of interrlated individual 
parts…  
What are the social rules that exist between the parts such as to moderate the interplay 
between the parts and the whole…  
How permeable are the boundaries of the system as  whole and between the subsystems 
within the greater system…  

The whole is greater than the a sum total of the parts…   
 
2. Understand that people each social “system” is developing along with the 
individuals- Understands “system” as going through various stages of life and 
adapts accordingly  (Table 1)  
Biblically—it is eschatology applied—life is moving in a linear direction toward a 
divinely appointed end.  As applied then to each family system…  
 

No system, especially a family, is static—such that all systems must be viewed as 
changing or better “developing.”   
I.e. The “rules” of interrelating will change as the family progresses…  
 
The developmental perspective allows us to view the typical family’s progression 
through various stages of life—a family dynamic rather than a family static…  
 
Therefore a “stage-specific” concept of interrelating… ( 
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Table 1 lists developmental stages in a typical family…  
 
Therefore a family systems model: 
1. Understands Child Training as not merely (if hardly at all) the product of a set of 
new techniques, but as flowing forth from an environment that is more or less 
healthy as a social system.  
 
2. That Child Training, in so far as the individuals and family system is ever 
changing in a inter-related way will then also change… 
 
First—what can social science tell us about healthy family systems 
Second—Apply this to parenting especially…  
 
II.   Healthy Family Systems:  

A.  Healthy Families Operate at Four levels of Interaction together 
(Whereas Unhealthy families are stuck on level one only… ) 
Get the picture—every family “system” is constantly interacting in way that 
chooses, reinforces and tolerates certain behaviors…  
 How does a family control, balance or change behavior within a system?   
Four ways can be observed…  
1. Behavioral Control (Simple Feedback)—simple cause and effect model 
I.e. Toilet training—behavioral modification kinds of approches…  a simple exhange between the 
system and the environment.  Say “candy” as reward for doing it in a toilet, withholding of 
candy for doing it in the bed…”  
Of course, the “candy” or “withholdings” are as suffisticated and varied as the 
individuals who live in the family…  
Point—there almost a constant give and take of punishment, reward going on in relation to one 
anothers behaviors in a family…  
 
2. Tolerance: (Cybernetic control)--  systemic adjustments that monitor and define expected 
behavior so as to control itself from constantly reacting—a kind of tolerance limit that is set 
which allows for some variation beyond which one cannot go… 
 
Example—Self-monitoring action of a thermostate—set on 68 degrees with a tolerance of 2-5 
degrees either way… So when a room gets below  say 65—kicks on, when gets to 72, kicks off—
this is cybernectic control because the heating system has a built in mechanism to control itself 
from constantly reacting.    (Imagine what would happen if the tolerance limits were set at 67.999 
and 68.001.  the heater would be turning on and shutting off constantly—all the energy would be 
exerted in control vs.  heating…  
 
Family—need some flexibility in setting its tolerance limits—for if set too regidly, there will be 
aconstant need to correct and normal family living will be impossible .   
Example—family meals—too rigid a time limit—say exactly 6pm for evening meal… how much 
time of varience is allowed before all chaos breaks out… When does the “presure” begin…  
 
Cybernetic control is that point at which action is taken to maintaint he rules or status quo…  
But a system that functions only at a cybernetic level can do absolutely nothing—it must enter 
resort to a past way of acting or do ntohinbg—therefor the next level is 
 
3. Adaptable Methods of “Control” (Morphogenetic level)—capable of generating or creating 
new ways to responding to the situation—new responses are created whenever tested methods 
no longer work…  
 
“One of the major advantages which functional family systems have over dysfunctional family 
systems is the ability to operate at this higher level.  The family which is overly rigid is usually 
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incapable of morphogenetic responses because it lacks flexiblity.  On the other hand, families that 
are chaotically structure  with few rules or boundaries will have as much difficulty because they 
do not possess the cohesivveness to act in a united way.”   
 
The tendency in most families is to respond in old, familiar ways to new situations—yet is is 
likely that these old ways will be in adequate and the family will become stuck in them rather 
than be stirred up to operate on the morphogenetic level…  
 
4.  Value Modification (Reorientation)—change goal itself to be more campatible with values in 
a new situation… Various levels from less dramatic to most dramatic in new ways of thinking 
and behaving…  

 
Healthy families will demonstrate all four of these levels rather than only one!  

 
B. Healthy Families Balance Individuality with Mutuality:  Cohesion (Figure 5)  
I.e. degree of closeness which exists in a family—two extremes of dysfunction and 
healthy being in the middle…  
Figure 5 

Enmeshed—where family members lack a sense of sesperate identity or individuality—each being 
overly dependant upon the family for identity.  An examble is a whole families being devawsted 
by one members problem—being overly involved the needed perspective is lost and the chance 
of a solution lessons.  
-- the lives of all are hopelessly entwined with each other—a member of an enmeshed familyh 
who tries to separate is likely to be labeled disloyal and to experience pressure from the others to 
remain enmeshed.   
 
Disengagement--  low level of cohesion, the life of each member rearely toches the others members 
in any meaningful way—each member too busy working out his or her own problems to notice 
what is happening to the others.   
 
Differentiation--  strong families have a degree of mutuality and involvement which is supportive 
but not intrusive—lives overlap but each individual is also involved in activities outside the 
family.  Each member has a separate life and identity and itherefore actively and meaningfully 
engaed with others… 
-- the anount of cohesion required to produce strong family life will vary from family to family 
-- will vary from life stage to life stage—the degree of enmeshment will be higher in most families 
with young children where emotional bonding is of primary concern, when children become 
teenagers and are working at self-identity, it is appropriate that they separate  and disengage 
emotionaly in preparation for the independence necessary to leave home eventually…  
 
This will begin mostly to show itself in your  Teenager:  

the ideal is a moderate amount of cohesion—enabling a teenager to work through the process 
of differentiation…  
Enmeshed home—it is difficult for an adolescent to break away to establish a separite 
identity—the bonding between parents is like a restrictive glue which prevents children  
from establishing space needed to establish personal identity—it is two tightly bound up 
with the family—rebellion may be the only way in which children from an enmeshed home 
are able to become differentiated—some will in fact not differentiate and will spend a lifetime 
enmeshed with their familoy of origin…  
 
This is especially difficult to establish their own separate homes and families without constant 
involvement with and dependance upon family of origin for acceptance of new home life… 
 

C. Healthy Families Balance Flexibility with Orderly: Adaptablity (Figure 6)  
Again, two extreems and healthy middle…  
Chaotic-- “Familes that have an extrermely high level of adaptablity tend to be chaotic—they lack 
needed structure and predictability which provide stablity and security.   
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Rigid --families have a very low degree of adaptability and can be equally dysfunctional.  They 
create a tight, unbending structural system that they have nbot not give or flexibility, a strength 
which is especially needed during periods of change and transition…  
 
Adaptability in Strong families—characterized by an appropriate degree of adaptability—two 
dimensions of flexibility and stability mark the orderly family…  
 
Examble—notice dinner patterns  
Chaotic family—diner is at not set time and family members come and go from the dining table 
wheneveer it is convenient 
Ridid family—diner is at 6 pm sharp and will not be altered as family develops or as members 
needs change—i.e to deviate is to be labeled “disloyal” 

 
D. Healthy Families Enjoy Clearly Defined Role Structure 

--Strong families are characterized by agreement on respecting roles 
-- characterized by clear boundaries around the parental subsytem and the sibling subsystem… 
i.e. while the boundaries are at times flexed—in general—kids are kids and parents are parents 
(childre recent when parents act like kids) 
I.e. parents should occasionally break out of the fixed roles and this is a good sign of flexibility—
i.e. playing on the floor, joking, etc.  
I.e. children might on occasioin consule a parent for having a bad day—or give advise—again a 
sign of positive flexibility…  
 
However, it is confusing when one of the marriage partners assumes the role of parent or dhild to 
the other—or when a child becomes a parent to the other siblings or to the parent themselvfes…  
I.e. parents can’s parent spouse—expecially dangerous as Mothing father or “ordering” wife…  
I.E. children can’t  parent  

 
E. Healthy Families Communicate Well 

The dynamics of good communication boil down to clarity of perception and clarity of 
expression.,  
Perception—pertains especially to the receiver of communication—it involves good listenting 
skills, the ability to pick up the senders intonation and body language and willingness to ask for 
clarification when needed—functional families have empathic skills—which can put themselves 
in others shoes…  
 
Expression—strong families are able to communicate feelings, opinions, wishes and desires in a 
forthright  and unambiguou8s manner.. In such families—there is a minimum amount of 
deceptive game playing 

 
 

A. Healthy Family Systems Parenting Adapts Parenting Style to  Child 
Development  (Table 4 and Table 5) (Figure 12) ( Illustration) 

Illustration—unless your child begin to act out what in many words this cartoon 
illustrates…  
 
Table 4  
There are of course all sorts of ways to analyze  child development 

Example: Viewing a child playing in the family lving room.  
Cognitive-development--  particularly aware of a stage of reasoning…   (See Piaget, Table 4)  
Freudian—will look for unconscious motivations in overt behavior 
Symbolic Interaction—child’s self-concept and self-awareness 
Social learning—how the children learns from observing others…  
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Table 5 – Pieget model  with respect to learning…  
 

(Our Biblical corrective certainly needs to be applied here-but it at least 
illustrates that your child is changing and we must change in our 
parenting styles with them 
—a willingness to observe and learn from children is a sign of parental 
maturity as well.  
 

Figure 12:  
Four predominant stages of empowerment—developmentally sensitive (see figure 12) 
--  the four styles—develop along a continuem reflecting the child’s increassing 
maturity… parents who cannot change their styles to meet the profefssing needs of their children 
will retard the growth of all involved… maturation of parenting style  is an essential factor in the 
mutual empowering process…  
 

1. Telling—one way communication—predominat style with young children 
2. Teaching—best for low to moderate in maturity, (pre-teen) both control and 

emotional support—communication is two way… questions discussion,etc.  
3. Participating--  parents become player coaches who directly engage in activeites 

with chidlren, instruction takes place—encourages children to do things in their 
own ways—parental control is reduced yet another notch—more willing for 
child to learn by trial and error, etc.  

4. Delegating—(college age)—who are willing and able to take responsibility—with 
a continued levevl of emotinal support—yet too much often interpreted as a sing 
of lack of confidence— 

 
Important note 

:  
—some of us will do this more intuitively than others—some parents will be better at 
some stages than others… )  

Parental Complementariness: in two ways…  
1. Over time—one parent tends to the styles best suited for younger children, the 
other with older children…  
2. Over situation—which skills are need—i.e. one may be better at helping with 
homework the other more able to provide encouragement when the child is 
lacking in self-esteem 

 
B. Healthy Family Systems Parenting Balances Parental Control and 
Permissiveness.  
See again Figure 6 

Two dynamics relative to control/power 
a. Permissive dynamic — (support) stress that child’s greatest need is for 

warmth and sucurity 
b. Restrictive dynamic—(control) while not rejecting  parental affection, 

emphasized that a childs greatest need is for discipline, responsibility and 
self control.  

 
These two identified three types of partents… “authoritative, authoritarian, and 
permissive…   It found that a combination of high levels of control and support, 
(authoritative) is most conducive to develooping competancy in childrren 
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1. Authoritarian—(low support, high control)—produced children who have a 
respect for authority but show little independence and only moderate social 
competence.What is missing because of a lack of bonding is a sense of 
warmth, openness and intimacy and creativity.  

 
2. Permissive—(high support, low control)—children tended to lack both social 

competence and interdependance 
Traced back  to the ideals of the counterculture movement of the 60’s—
based upon the assumption that a newborn is like a rosebud, needing 
only tender love and support in orderr to blossom—children need to be 
allowed to find their own prupose through freee expression—do your 
own thing…  

Noticiable absent—is any idea that achildren tend to be quite self-
centerd and need parental guidance in learning, etc.  

 
Authoritative—(combines best qualities of both support and contro), attempts to 
direct child—expects child to conform to adult expectation but also to be 
independent and self-directing—understanding both adult and children “rights” 
so to speak… it has been well documented that socially competent children are 
products of homes in which parenting style is authoritative…  

 
Yet certain kinds of control are better than others…  
Coersive approach—forceing children to act against will tends to result in low levels of  
social competance. 
Withdrawing love in order to obtain compliance—almost ineffective 
Inductive controle—giving explanations, using reasong and encouraging a childs voluntary 
compliance by avoiding direct conflict proves most effective…  

 
Figure 14 

-- rebellion most high when from permissive homes 
-- second highest when from restrictive homes 
-- lowest with a balanced approach 
 
Ordinarily—a child’s transition from dependance to independence is most smooth with  
parents who are moderate in disciplinary practices 
—overly restrictive parents hold reins to o tight and do not allow for gradual development of 
independence--- means that independence will be gained by a more radical and drastic 
break…  
Often—children show earliy signs of aggression first toward other siblings and eventually 
against socieity.  
(fundamentalism then offers a happy home to this aggressiveness giving it a spiritual enemy)  
Agressiveness then is interpreted as rebellion…  
-- overly permissive homes produce a state of confusion, when there are no clear  and 
sufficient set of rules with clear consequences—the child has not option but to behave in 
increasingly extreme ways in an attempt to draw some much needed boundaries… 
ambiguity creates rebellion 
Teenagers—ironically, have a great need to know what the rules are—even if they don’t 
agree with those rules—they interpret permissiveness as lack of interest in them—rebellion 
an attempt then to gain attention from parents…  

 
C. Healthy Family Systems Parenting Balances Division of Authority between 
Parents with slight hierarchy.  (Figure 15)  

Figure 15 
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The incidence of rebellion is high in homes were either father or mother  is overly dominant—
more moderate when they share equal authority and low when one parent has slightly more 
authority than the other…  
 
I.e. Child needs to know where the ultimate authority rest but that both parents represent 
authority and are working together in it…  
It has been discovered that there is less rebgellion in homes in which one of the parents clearly 
takes authority and makes final decisions when there is a quesiton of how to handle a situation—
i.e. one parent assumes the “tie-breaker” role… 

 
D. Healthy Family Systems Parenting Understands  that BOTH the Parent and 
Child subsystem impact the other and will make suitable adaptations.    
Example: Adolescence and Midlife: Both Seedbeds for Stress and Conflict 
(Illustration) 
 

Illustration: As illustrated, right as the child is reaching prime, so the adult is 
loosing prime (or at least is feeling this to be so—the result is a tension as two 
people are stressed in two opposite directions.    
 
(Much more about this tomorrow for the “teen” parents)  

 
Bottom line: Know yourself as parents and the issues you face and deal with them 
Biblically!  
 

Summary:  
 Way too much emphasis is upon techniques in parenting when in relality the most 
important thing you should do is look at your family system itself that is parenting your 
child…  
Coordinating structures,  
Communicating patterns 
Interrelation of permissiveness and authority 
Role interrelationships 

 
We would suggest that parents concentrate less on the technique of good parenting and more on the 
process of being a parent.  Good parenting is a matter of interacting with our children day in and day out 
within a family system.  It is these day-to-day experiences which build our relationship with them .  The 
best advice we can give to parents is to throw away their how-to-parent books and simply become real 
persons to their children.     Jack & Judith Balswick 

 


